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Chapter 3 Research Method 
 

3.1 Business Applications Analysis 
 
The basic concepts and contents of business application analysis come from 

literatures. In our literature review, twelve business application areas are surveyed. 
Most of these literatures focus on one or two application issues and describe specific 
approaches, so we arranged these literatures to evince the sources of our model. These 
literatures’ key concepts were abstracted and listed in Table 3-1. 

 
The development of selection model requires both conceptual analysis and 

operational definition of business applications. Applications are usually composed by 
several problems to be solved, and the systematically descriptions of these problems 
are the basis of modeling. In this research, we decompose each application discussed 
in chapter 2 into four parts to establish a standard description of them. Those four 
concepts are defined as follows: 
 
1. Business application (BA): activities in certain business sector. (Ex. 

cross-selling) 
2. Processing steps (PP): steps of solving business problem. Each step gets certain 

information which matches certain pattern from data by considering problem 
characteristics. (Ex. customer segmentation analysis of cross-selling) 

3. Processing characteristics (CH): information which needs to be assigned or 
predefined in processing steps. (Ex. customer background data of cross-selling) 

4. Processing outcome (PO): required analytical result of problem processing step. 
(Ex. customer profile of segmentation analysis) 

 
These four concepts have hierarchical relationship, business problem is one of 

the processes in business application, and processing steps construct business problem. 
Processing characteristic indicates the information required in the mining processes. 
In the following section, we will use these four concepts to decompose every selected 
business applications. 
 

To start our analysis procedure, first, each business application is decomposed to 
be solved by several processing steps (Table 3-2). Usually, different approaches are 
applied to same business application when available data or analysis postulation 
differs, so we take steps those occur simultaneously in every related literature to be 
our analysis objects. 
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Table 3 - 1 Literature Review of Business Concepts 

Source: this research 
Literature number : 

1. Berry et. al (1997)  2. Anand et. al (1998)  3. Ahn et. al (1997)  4. Gardner et. al (2000)  5. Min et. al (2002)  6. Pitta (1998)   
7. Lejeune (2001)  8. Agrawal et. al (1993)  9. Forcht et. al (1999)  10. Dhond et. al (2000)  11. Pritscher et. al (2001)  12. Lu et. al (1998)   
13. Bose (2006)  14. Netessine et. al (2004)  15. Lee et. al (2004) 

 
 Literature number

Item 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Cross selling ˇ ˇ      ˇ        

Direct marketing ˇ     ˇ   ˇ       

Segmentation analysis ˇ        ˇ  ˇ     

Product mix analysis ˇ          ˇ     

Fraud detection ˇ            ˇ   

Churn analysis     ˇ  ˇ         

Credit rating               ˇ

Stock movement prediction            ˇ    

Inventory analysis          ˇ      

Charge making              ˇ  

Telecom link analysis ˇ  ˇ             

Business 
Application 

Product yield analysis    ˇ            

Classify customers ˇ  ˇ  ˇ ˇ   ˇ  ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ

Classify product defects     ˇ            

Detect unusual activities ˇ            ˇ   

Match campaigns to potential customers  ˇ ˇ   ˇ   ˇ  ˇ   ˇ  

Find relationships of products in transactions ˇ       ˇ  ˇ      

Find relationships in customers’ characteristics ˇ ˇ              

Winback customers       ˇ         

Make replenishment decision ˇ         ˇ      

Predict stock price trend            ˇ    

Estimate the revenue of pricing model ˇ             ˇ  

Estimate the revenue of product mix ˇ          ˇ     

Predict the tendency of churn     ˇ  ˇ         

Processing  
Step 

Credit rating customers               ˇ

Customer background data ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ  ˇ   ˇ ˇ

Customer transaction data ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ   ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ

Product basic information ˇ       ˇ  ˇ    ˇ  

Product sales data ˇ         ˇ      

Manufacturing data    ˇ            

Causes and effects   ˇ             

Number of classes to be classified ˇ   ˇ            

Processing 
Characteristic 

Stock historical data            ˇ    

Customer profile ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ  ˇ  ˇ ˇ  

Exception report ˇ            ˇ   

Credit rating report               ˇ

Product profile ˇ       ˇ  ˇ      

Product mix ˇ       ˇ   ˇ     

Pricing model ˇ             ˇ  

Prospect list ˇ ˇ ˇ   ˇ   ˇ  ˇ   ˇ  

Defects distribution    ˇ            

Loyalty report      ˇ ˇ         

Stock price trend prediction            ˇ    

Revenue estimate report ˇ          ˇ   ˇ  

Replenishment decision ˇ         ˇ      

Processing 
Outcome 

Calling pattern ˇ  ˇ             
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Table 3 - 2 Business Applications Decomposition 

Source: This research 
Business Application Processing Steps Sources 

Cross-selling Find relationship of customers’ characteristics  

Match campaigns to potential customers 

Agrawal, Imielinski, Swami (1993), 

Anand, Patrick, Hughes, and Bell 

(1998), Berry and Linoff (1997) 

Direct marketing Classify customers  

Match campaigns to potential customers 

Berry and Linoff (1997), Forcht, 

Cochran (1999), Pitta (1998) 

Segmentation 

analysis 

Classify customers  

Match campaigns to potential customers  

Berry and Linoff (1997), Forcht, 

Cochran (1999) 

Product mix analysis Classify customers  

Match campaigns to potential customers 

Estimate the revenue of product mix 

Pritscher and Feyen (2001) 

Fraud detection Classify customers  

Detect unusual activities 

Bose (2006), Brause, Langsdorf, Hepp 

(1999), Chan, Fan, Prodromidis, and 

Stolfo (1999) 

Churn analysis Classify customers  

Predict the tendency of churn  

Winback customers 

Min, Min, and Emam (2002), Lejeune 

(2001) 

Credit rating  Classify customers  

Credit rating customers 

Lee, Chiu, Chou, and Lu (2004), West 

(2000) 

Stock movement 

prediction 

Predict stock price trend Lu, Han, Feng (1998), Povinelli and 

Feng (1998) 

Inventory analysis Find relationship of products in transactions  

Make replenishment decision  

Dhond, Gupta, and  Vadhavkar (2000), 

Bansal, Vadhavkar, Gupta (1998) 

Charge making Classify customers  

Match campaigns to potential customers 

Estimate the revenue of pricing model  

Davidson and Simonetto (2005), 

Netessine, Savin, and Xiao (2004) 

Telecom link analysis Classify customers  

Match campaigns to potential customers  

Ahn and Ezawa (1997), Berry 
and Linoff (1997) 

Product Yield analysis Classify product defects  Gardner and Bieker (2000) 

 
 

Business applications are described by normal comprehension of the problems to 
make the concepts approachable. But in fact, these comprehensible descriptions are 
not precise enough and contain too many synonyms for similar notions in different 
problems. For example, some problem solving steps belongs to different business 
applications are actually the same process which applying to different data areas. We 
combine similar notions and activities to unite problems’ description, and also we 
divide some confusing concepts into distinct terms. 

 
Processing steps listed in previous table come from different literatures, and 

terms used in these literatures may slightly differ from each other. To make the 
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meaning of each processing step clear, we define the function of each step as follows 
(Table 3-3): 
 

Table 3 - 3 Processing Step Definition 
Source: This research 

Processing steps Explanation 

Classify customers Divide all customers into several groups 
Classify product defects Divide all product defects into several groups according 

to some characteristics 
Detect unusual activities Judge whether a payment or a transaction is made by it’s 

owner 
Match campaigns to potential customers Assign customers to suitable marketing campaign 

according to customers’ characteristics 
Find relationship of products in transactions Discover common products or sequential purchasing 

patterns from transactions  
Find relationship of customers’ 
characteristics 

Discover related and common characteristics of 
customers of certain products 

Winback customers Provide attractive marketing program which meets 
customers’ needs to winback them 

Make replenishment decision Predict future sales to replenish stock 
Predict stock price trend Predict stock price fluctuation over time 
Estimate the revenue of pricing model Calculate total revenue of pricing model to decide which 

model is the best 
Estimate the revenue of product mix Predict total revenue of each product mix to decide 

which product mix plan is the best 
Predict the tendency of churn Predict the possibility that a customer leave 
Credit rating customers Evaluate a customer’s condition to know the risk of 

transaction 

 
Since each business application can be solved by several analytical activities, 

which are named “processing steps” in this research. We have to define the 
requirement and situation of processing. One processing step may involve several 
characteristics to accomplish the analysis. Those business application analysis 
concepts and their relationships are listed in Table 3-4. Processing outcome is the 
result of processing step and the answer which analyst wonders. Each processing step 
leads to an outcome, and sometimes an outcome contains additional information to 
explain the outcome. The descriptions of processing outcomes are listed in Table 3-5. 
Processing characteristics describe data area and information assigned to each 
processing step.  
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Table 3 - 4 Processing Characteristic Definition 
Source: This research 

Processing characteristic Explanation 

Customer background data Including demographic characteristics like gender, age, 
habitation, job, appointment, family and so on 

Customer transaction data Including interaction and transaction records between customer 
and organization. Time, channel, amount, payment often been 
recorded in this kind of data 

Product basic information Including intrinsic attributes of all kinds of products. For 
example, the weight, price, and nutritional constituent of food, 
the price and capacity of a hotel room, and content of service 

Product sales data Sales condition observed which base on product unit 
Manufacturing data Including all settings, conditions, and interactions of variables 

in manufacturing processes 
Causes and effects Including relationship or reasoning rule which is predefined to 

guide analysis process 
Number of classes to be classified Predefined or known possible types of analytical result 
Stock historical data The rising and falling history of stock price  

 
Table 3 - 5 Processing Outcome Definition 

Source: This research 
PO Explanation 

Customer profile Customer’s profile which describes his behavioral or transactional 
habits 

Exception report Giving judgment whether a transaction has a high probability to be an 
unusual activity or fraud 

Credit rating report Giving judgment to the degree of a customer’s credit 
Product profile Generating a list of products which match certain characteristics 
Product mix Giving the best product mix decision 
Pricing model Giving the best pricing model decision 
Prospect list Generating a list of customers who match certain characteristics 
Defects distribution Grouping defects according to their processing condition 
Loyalty report Giving judgment of the degree of a customer’s tendency of leaving 
Stock price trend prediction Forecasting daily or long-term situation of stock price fluctuation 
Revenue estimate report Prediction result of product sales considering customer segment, 

promotion, or other situation 
Replenishment decision Predicted amount and type of inventory replenishment 
Calling pattern Description of customer’s calling behavior including time, frequency, 

and target 

 
Processing characteristics and processing outcomes defined above involve 

processing steps severally, so we connect these characteristics and outcomes to each 
processing step as follows: 
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Table 3 - 6 Mapping Processing Step, Processing Characteristic, and Processing 
Outcome 

Source: This research 
Problem Processing steps 

(PP) 
Processing Characteristic 

(CH) 
Processing Outcome 

(PO) 
Classify customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 

Causes and effects 

Customer profile 

Prospect list 

Calling pattern 
Classify product defects Manufacturing data 

Number of classes to be classified 
Defects distribution 

Detect unusual activities Customer transaction data Customer profile 

Exception report 
Match campaigns to potential customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 
Prospect list 

Find relationship of products in 
transactions 

Customer transaction data 

Product basic information 

Product sales data 

Product profile 

Product mix 

Find relationship of customers’ 
characteristics 

Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 
Customer profile 

Winback customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 

Customer profile 

Make replenishment decision Product basic information 

Product sales data 
Replenishment decision 

Predict stock price trend Stock historical data Stock price trend prediction 
Estimate the revenue of pricing model Customer background data 

Product basic information 
Pricing model 

Revenue estimate report 
Estimate the revenue of product mix Customer background data Product mix 
Predict the tendency of churn Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 
Customer profile 

Loyalty report 
Credit rating customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data 

Credit rating report 

 
 
3.2 Data Mining Algorithms Analysis 
 

The purpose of data mining algorithm analysis is to discern each algorithm by 
concretely describing its features. This research adopted significant features from data 
mining related literatures. We chose literatures witch contain both business problem 
analysis and data mining process description. In stead of technical detail of algorithms 
or deep consideration of business strategy, these literatures provide plenty information 
about what factors would be considered when choosing algorithms. These literatures 
are listed in Table 3-8. 

 
The virtual components of application are algorithm and data structure, so 
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algorithm analysis is essential to develop a selection model of business application. 
Four concepts are defined to describe each algorithm, their definitions are as follows: 
 
1. Data mining method: an analytical tool used to discover implicit information 

from large database. (Ex. Apriori algorithm) 
2. Algorithmic steps: the functional type which is achieved by mining steps (Ex. 

association) 
3. Input data unit: the input content and format of an algorithm. (Ex. item in 

association) 
4. Output data unit: the output content and type of an algorithm. (Ex. itemset in 

association) 
 

 
Four types of data mining categories are considered and described in Table 3-7. 

Data mining category is summarized from many algorithms which have similar use, 
there for the concepts in algorithm analysis such as input data unit, output data unit 
are proper to describe data mining category, too. As to the “Crucial parameter” 
description, it acts as threshold or weight which has judgment purpose. These crucial 
parameters are usually predefined by analyzer, and are continuously adjusted to get 
optimal results. 
 

Table 3 - 7 Data Mining Category 
Source: This research 

Category Input Data Unit Crucial Parameter Output Data Unit 

Association Object Support, Confidence Association between objects 

Classification Compound object, case Class Class 

Prediction Condition Coefficient Experimental conclusion 

Clustering Object Radius Clusters 
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Table 3 - 8 Literature Review of Data Mining Concepts 

Source: this research 
Literature number : 

1. Berry et. al (1997)  2. Anand et. al (1998)  3. Ahn et. al (1997)  4. Gardner et. al (2000)   
5. Min et. al (2002)  6. Pitta (1998)  7. Lejeune (2001)  8. Agrawal et. al (1993)  9. Forcht et. al (1999)   
10. Dhond et. al (2000)  11. Pritscher et. al (2001)  12. Lu et. al (1998)  13. Bose (2006)   
14. Netessine et. al (2004)  15. Lee et. al (2004) 

 
 

 Literature Number 

Item 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Apriori ˇ ˇ      ˇ    ˇ    

Decision tree ˇ    ˇ ˇ ˇ    ˇ    ˇ

Bayesian belief network   ˇ             

K-nearest neighbor ˇ               

Case-based reasoning ˇ               

Generic algorithm ˇ               

Neural network ˇ   ˇ     ˇ ˇ   ˇ   

Logistic regression              ˇ  

Data Mining Method 

K-means ˇ          ˇ     

Association ˇ ˇ      ˇ        

Classification ˇ  ˇ  ˇ  ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ

Prediction ˇ           ˇ    

Algorithm Step 

Clustering ˇ   ˇ       ˇ     

Continuous data ˇ           ˇ    

Discrete data ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ

Inference rule   ˇ             

Time sequence ˇ      ˇ   ˇ  ˇ    

Input Data Unit 

Predefined parameter ˇ          ˇ     

Set ˇ ˇ      ˇ    ˇ    

Predefined class ˇ  ˇ    ˇ  ˇ  ˇ  ˇ ˇ ˇ

Probability distribution   ˇ           ˇ  

Weighted sum ˇ         ˇ      

Cluster ˇ   ˇ       ˇ     

Output Data Unit 

Rule ˇ    ˇ      ˇ    ˇ
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3.2.1 Association Rule Algorithms Analysis 

 
The problem of discovering all association rules can be theoretically decomposed 

into two steps:  
1. Find all sets of items (itemsets) that have transaction support above minimum 

support which defined by analyzer. The support for an itemset is the number of 
transactions that contain the itemset. Itemsets with minimum support are called 
large itemsets, and all others small itemsets.  

2. Use the large itemsets to generate the desired rules. For every large itemset I, 
find all non-empty subsets of I. For every such subset a, output a rule of the form 
a → (I - a) if the ratio of support(I) to support(a) is at least minimum confidence. 
We need to consider all subsets of I to generate rules with multiple consequents.  

 
The algorithms which provide association analysis are based on Apriori 

algorithm and the most famous application using association analysis is market basket 
analysis. Many advanced algorithms are proposed to do more complicated analysis 
such as single dimension, multi level, and multi dimensional association rules. The 
features of different generational Apriori are briefly explained as follows: 

 
1. Apriori: The basic procedure of this theory is to traverse across all transaction 

records and to find item by item what are purchased simultaneously. 
2. Multi level Apriori: The advance of multi level Apriori is its consideration of 

product hierarchy. For example, “furniture” is in a higher level and “desk” is in a 
lower level. Analysts can both know relations between items and relations 
between higher scale categories. Product hierarchy is usually predefined and is 
loaded into analysis process. 

3. Multi dimension Apriori: Previous generations of Apriori involve only binary 
measure, what product is purchased or not, but multi dimension Apriori take 
products’ features and customers’ characteristics into analysis. This method leads 
to more precise description of transactions. 

 
 These extended Apriori algorithm has replace the original method, because they 
can handle more complex data structure and fulfill more different kinds of analysis 
requirements. Because the processing principles of these extensions inherit from the 
basic Apriori, differences consist in data structure which is not discussed in this 
research, so we conclude these methods as “Apriori” in our framework. The Analysis 
of Apriori is shown in Table 3-4. 
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Table 3 - 9 Association Rule Algorithms Analysis 
Source: This research 

Data Mining Method  Algorithm Steps Input Data Unit Output Data Unit 

Apriori Association Item, item’s attribute, 

item’s hierarchy 

Set of items, set of attributes, 

set of product categories 

 
 
3.2.2 Classification Rule Algorithms Analysis 

 
The function of classification is to distinguish data into different group, sounds 

like the job clustering do. Classification is often referred to as supervised learning. 
The analysts give the system certain rules to use in searching the database. In contrast, 
clustering is frequently referred to as unsupervised learning because the system is left 
to freely examine the data and discover patterns on its own (Forcht et. al., 1999). So, 
classification and clustering are obviously different. 
 

Approaches which can provide classification function include: decision tree, 
Bayesian statistics, case-based reasoning, generic algorithm, k-nearest method, and 
neural network. Each algorithm involves lots of issues and different practices behind 
its back. For the use of this research, we simply describe these algorithms by looking 
at key factors of them (Table 3-5). 
 

Table 3 - 10 Classification Rule Algorithms Analysis 
Source: This research 

Data Mining 

Method  
Algorithm Steps Input Data Unit 

Output Data 

Unit 

Decision Tree Judgment contain Explicit rule, link, 

and parameter value 

Single object class 

Bayesian Belief 

Network 

The decision depends on occurrence 

probability and some reasoning rules 

Single object Probability 

K-Nearest 

Neighbor 

Find the most similar historical 

solution 

Single object with 

numerical data 

class 

Case-Based 

Reasoning 

Find the most similar historical 

solution 

Single object with 

mixed type data 

An approximate 

solution 

Generic 

Algorithm 

Find the most similar historical 

solution or create a new solution 

Single object with 

mixed type data 

Fittest rule 

Neural Network The synthetic judgment using weighted 

summary 

Single object with 

mixed type data 

weighted 

summary 
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3.2.3 Prediction Algorithms Analysis 

 
Several software packages such as SAS, SPSS have existed to solve regression 

problems because statistic techniques matured quite early in business area. There are 
two types of Prediction techniques, the major technique is numerical regression, and 
the other can be applied to the modeling of categorical response variables. Traditional 
prediction methods come from statistic area, for instance, linear regression and 
non-linear regression. Although most researches do not take statistical regression as 
mining method, they still participate in many mining processes to help checking the 
significance of decision variables.  
 

Regression model include two kinds of variables, response variable and predictor 
variable. Target variable, Y (called a response variable), is modeled as a function of 
another random variable, X (called a predictor variable). Take linear regression as 
example, the function is, Y = α + βX, where α and β are regression coefficients 
specifying the T-intercept and slope of the line, respectively. The coefficients of the 
model can be trained and adjusted to produce more precise predictive result.  

 
Linear regression is widely used, owing largely to its simplicity. Linear 

regression model is limited to continuous data and normal distribution, so generalized 
linear models are developed to cover the analytical needs of processing categorical 
data. One widely applied method of generalized linear models is logistic regression. 
We choose logistic regression to be the representative method of prediction methods. 
Concept analysis of prediction algorithms is shown in Table 3-6.  
 

Table 3 - 11 Prediction Algorithms Analysis 
Source: This research 

Data Mining Method Algorithm Steps Input Data Unit Output Data Unit 

Logistic Regression Mixed function of 

quantitative or categorical 

predictor variables 

Quantitative or 

categorical data 

Categorical 

dependent variable 

and probability 

 
 
3.2.4 Clustering Algorithms Analysis 

 
The cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one another within 

the same cluster and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. As a branch of 
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statistics cluster analysis has been studied extensively for many years, focusing 
mainly on distance-based cluster analysis. Clustering is frequently referred to as 
unsupervised learning, it do not rely on predefined classes and class-labeled training 
examples.  
 

From the literature we can see the research effort focus on the ability to handle 
various data problems, but the processing steps of clustering algorithms are quite 
similar, distance-based calculation is the primary method. The typical algorithm of 
clustering is k-means which is described as follows: 
 

Table 3 - 12 Clustering Algorithms Analysis 
Source: This research 

Data Mining Method Algorithm Steps Input Data Unit Output Data Unit

K-Means Non-supervision (No Training 

Data), distance-based grouping 

Target cluster 

amount k, Radius 

Clusters  

 
 
3.3 Mapping Business Characteristic to Mining Concept 

 
After the analysis of both business side and mining side, the characteristics of 

business side must connect to concepts of mining side to find applicable data mining 
method. Processing steps, processing characteristics, and processing outcomes have 
been dedicated in business application analysis to decide the information needs, so 
looking for their corresponsive technical solution would be the next step. 

 
The analysis in precious sections is prepared for selection model development. 

The concept of processing step in business side is matched to algorithm step in mining 
side. The purpose each processing step is to look for potential relation between 
analytical units, such as customers or products sales. Algorithm steps in each data 
mining method are designed to search, compare, or calculate input data to generate 
filtered or condensed information. Because processing steps can be actualized as 
algorithm steps, mapping of these two concepts can bridge business application to 
data mining method to some extent. The corresponding concepts in literatures are 
listed in Table 3-13. 
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Table 3 - 13 Mapping Processing Steps to Algorithm steps 
Source: This research 

Algorithm steps

Processing steps 
Association Classification Prediction Clustering 

Classify customers  ˇ  ˇ 
Classify product defects    ˇ 
Credit rating customers  ˇ   
Detect unusual activities  ˇ   
Estimate the revenue of pricing model  ˇ   
Estimate the revenue of product mix  ˇ   
Find relationship of customers’ characteristics ˇ    
Find relationship of products in transactions ˇ    
Make replenishment decision  ˇ   
Match campaigns to potential customers  ˇ   
Predict stock price trend   ˇ  
Predict the tendency of churn  ˇ   
Winback customers  ˇ   

 
 
Processing characteristics related to processing step are another key point of 

mapping. Characteristics in business perspective contain interested data area or 
additional consideration of processing. Input data units include data type or 
necessarily predefined parameter of a data mining method, algorithm step can not 
proceed if input data exceeds algorithm’s capability. Processing characteristics in 
business view usually mix the concepts of data content and data type together, so we 
have to divide these concepts apart to be the consideration of selection decision. The 
essential natures of processing characteristic are expressed by mapping characteristics 
to technical definitions which are input data units of data mining method. The 
relations between processing characteristics and input data unit are presented in Table 
3-14. 

 
Table 3 - 14 Mapping Processing Characteristic to Input Data Unit 

Source: This research 
Input data unit

Processing characteristic 

Continuous 

data 
Discrete 

data 
Inference 

rule 
Time 

sequence 
Predefined 

parameter 

Causes and effects   ˇ   
Customer background data  ˇ    
Customer transaction data  ˇ  ˇ  
Manufacturing data  ˇ    
Number of classes to be classified     ˇ 
Product basic information  ˇ    
Product sales data  ˇ  ˇ  
Stock historical data ˇ   ˇ  
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Processing outcome is the last key which links business application to data 

mining method. In different business applications, required information differs due to 
different domain data definition and analytical objectives. In fact, some outcomes 
from different processing steps use similar measures and forms, so we combine 
various kinds of processing outcomes into thirteen typical ones. Output data units of 
data mining method gathered from literatures are also consolidated into six types. The 
relation between processing outcome and output data unit is shown in Table 3-15. 
 

Table 3 - 15 Mapping Processing Outcome to Output Data Unit 
Source: This research 

Output data unit 

Processing outcome 

Set Predefined 

class 

Probability 

distribution

Weighted 

sum 

Cluster 
Rule 

Calling pattern  ˇ     
Credit rating report  ˇ     
Customer profile ˇ     ˇ 
Defects distribution     ˇ ˇ 
Exception report  ˇ     
Loyalty report  ˇ     
Pricing model  ˇ     
Product mix ˇ      
Product profile ˇ      
Prospect list  ˇ ˇ  ˇ  
Replenishment decision    ˇ   
Revenue estimate report  ˇ     
Stock price trend prediction ˇ      

 
3.4 A Selection Model in the Application of Data Mining 
 
3.4.1 Research Structure and an Example 

 
Business application analysis has been decomposed in to four parts, and data 

mining algorithm is described by four major concepts. After the analysis process, the 
business requirements and algorithm functions should be linked together to solve the 
algorithm selection problem. Three aspects including business application analysis, 
data mining algorithm analysis, and data sources are taken into account to build the 
selection decision model. The flow of decision and the interaction between each factor 
are presented in Figure 3-1.  
 

In the first part, business application is divided into conceptual analysis and 
operational analysis. Conceptual analysis contains business application, business 
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problem, and problem processing steps. The results of conceptual analysis will be 
transformed to operational analysis where problem characteristics are defined. 

 
The requirements received from business application analysis will be matched to 

conceptual analysis results in data mining algorithm analysis. The components of 
algorithm conceptual analysis have data mining category, input data units, and output 
data units. Business application operational analysis and algorithm conceptual 
analysis will be mapped in the data mining selection process. Reaching this step, 
suitable algorithms to the business problems have been selected.  
 

In the subsequent process, the operational definition and data requirement will be 
declared to generate the virtual application program structure. Algorithm operational 
analysis checks the algorithm steps of chosen algorithm. Data used in the analysis 
process can be collected from different data sources including data warehouse, data 
marts, and operational database. 
 

 
Figure 3 - 1 Research Structure 

Source: This research 
 

Conceptual Analysis 

Data Mining Selection Medel 

Operational Analysis Conceptual Analysis 
 Algorithm Steps 

Input Data Unit 

Output Data Unit 

Processing Characteristics 

Processing Outcome 

Business Application 

Processing Steps 

Data Mining Method Selection Results 

Business Application 
Analysis

Data Mining Algorithm 
Analysis
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We apply the selection model to direct marketing application as an example to 
explain the notion of this model clearer. The purpose of direct marketing is to upraise 
response rate of marketing activities by recognizing customers’ features and bringing 
out customized marketing campaigns. The procedures of selection model starts from 
business application conceptual analysis, which decides processing steps. Second, 
processing characteristics and processing outcomes are specified in business 
application operational analysis stage. Finally, business application’s characteristics 
are mapped to data mining method’s features in three perspectives to determine 
applicable data mining method. 

 
1. Direct marketing can be solved by two processing steps. By answering these 

questions, analyst can get the information to make product mix analysis decision. 
The questions are: 

 
Table 3 - 16 Selection Model Example Step One 

Source: This research 
Business Application Processing Steps 

Direct marketing 1. Classify customers 

2. Match campaigns to potential customers 

 
2. Each processing step needs to produce an outcome which matches the required 

information type, and also, processing characteristics are assigned to each 
processing step. 

 
Table 3 - 17 Selection Model Example Step Two 

Source: This research 
Processing Step Processing Outcome Processing Characteristics 

1. Classify customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data  

Customer profile  

2. Match campaigns to potential customers Customer background data 

Customer transaction data  

Prospect list  

 
3. Now, characteristics of business application have been obtained to select a proper 

algorithm. Many kinds of data mining algorithms are defined in algorithm base. 
Each of them has a unique definition composed by three features: algorithm steps, 
input data unit, and output data unit. Business application analysis result above 
will each maps to the features of data mining by three Steps as follows: 

 
Step 1: Four algorithms match the processing step, because all of them can discover 
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classification rule (Table 3-18) 
. 

Table 3 - 18 Selection Model Example Step Three 
Source: This research 

Business Side  Mining Side Selection Result 

Decision Tree 

Bayesian belief network 

Neural network 

Processing 

steps 

Classify 
customers  

→ Algorithm

steps 

Classification →

K-nearest neighbor 

 
Step 2: Bayesian belief network is cut by the problem characteristics consideration, 
because this application does not provide inference rule (Table 3-19). 
 

Table 3 - 19 Selection Model Example Step Four 
Source: This research 

Business Side  Mining Side Selection Result 

Decision Tree 

Neural network 

Processing 

characteristics  

Customer 

background data, 

Customer 

transaction data 

→ Input 

Data 

Unit 

Discrete data, 

Time sequence

→

K-nearest neighbor 

 
Step 3: Only decision tree provides not only segmentation but also the rule to segment, 
so decision tree is the most suitable algorithm (Table 3-20). 
 

Table 3 - 20 Selection Model Example Step Five 
Source: This research 

Business Side  Mining Side 

Processing 

Outcome 

Customer 
profile  

→ Output data 

unit 

Rule Decision Tree 

 
 
3.4.2 Business Side  

 
The procedures and mapping rules of four concepts in application analysis has 

been cited in the foregoing sections. The rules and correlations are described by 
functions to make these concepts clear and to enable the selection done quickly. 
Functions are described by the order of appearance in the selection process, and each 
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key component is assigned an abbreviation as follows: 
 

Business application (BA) is the activity in certain business sector. BA can be 
partitioned into several problem processing steps (PP), so the relation is presented as 

 
nPPBP →  Function 1.

 
The arrow represents “decide” relation, and “n” denotes the number of PP. 

Function 1 means one business application can decide multiple processing steps. The 
n value depends on application requirements. 
 

During processing there is much information and data involved, which is called 
processing characteristic (CH) in our research. Problem characteristics are the 
predefinition and condition of business problem. They are the condition and 
prerequisite of problem solving which are usually decided by analyst or expert. Each 
processing step usually needs multiple characteristics, so we functionalize this 
relation as follows: 

 
nCHPP →  Function 2.

 
Every processing step has to generate information or report according to analytic 

needs, so each processing step has a processing outcome (PO). This relation is 
presented as follows: 

 
nPOPP →  Function 3.

 
Business application is firstly decomposed into processing steps, and then 

operational descriptions, processing characteristics, are attached each processing step 
to produce required processing outcome. This is the standard process of business 
application analysis in this research. 
 
3.4.3 Mining Side 

 
Each algorithm is defined by four components in this research. In proposed 

selection model, the best data mining method (DM) can be identified by three 
characters: Algorithm Steps (AL), Input Data Unit (IN), and Output Data Unit (OT). 
The expression of algorithm is  
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OT}zIN,AL,x|z)y,{dm(x,DM ∈∈∈= y  Function 4.
 
The “dm” is an instance of the set of data mining methods, and it has three 

characters including x, y, and z. The character x belongs to the set AL, y belongs to 
the set IN, and z belongs to the set OT, thus by combining these characters can 
algorithm be identified. 
 

Algorithm steps is the problems type of a data mining can solve. In function 5, 
the object “al” is an instance of the set AL, and “al” can be found in AL only if the 
function Algorithm Steps (AL), which cites IN, .exists. AL is presented as 

 
})(|),({ trueisINALALINalAL =  Function 5.

 
Output Data Unit is the output content and format definition of an algorithm. OT 

comes from the operation of AL referencing IN. 
 

)(INALOT =  Function 7.
 
3.4.4 Selection Model 

 
In section 3.3.1, an example of selection model has been displayed. The rule of 

mapping and the constitution of each elements of the method are explained in analysis 
stage. Drawing out component from both business and mining side enables the 
mapping and judgment. The analysis requirement and data definition compose the 
problem processing steps. By checking all the specifications in PP, the algorithm 
which matches all the conditions will appear. The function is build as below: 

 

},,|),,({

),,(

OTPOINCHALPPOTINALdmDM
then

POCHPPBAlet

∈∈∈=

=
 

Function 15.
 

The element “algorithm” in Function 15 is an instance of the set of Algorithms. 
CH, PO, PT come from business application analysis is used to see if algorithm can 
meet the requirements. If INCH ∈ , it means CH can be found in the set of 
algorithm’s IN, and this algorithm is applicable. By combing business side and mining 
side analysis, a suitable algorithm is selected to solve the business problem. 
 
3.5 Summary 
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This selection model of data mining method in business application provides a 

reasonable algorithm selection. The correctness of algorithm selection depends on 
complete algorithm feature descriptions, to maintain the operation of this method 
requires well management of these definitions. On business side, the business 
application analysis process is performed by analysts or marketing expertise, so the 
application analysis result in this research is a typical practice but not the only answer 
to the problem. As long as users follow the procedure and structure of our selection 
model, by adjusting application’s problems description and characteristics definition, 
selection model can find applicable algorithm quickly.  
 

Our selection model improves the flexibility of application development and 
adjustment, and it also decreases the inconvenience for user to choose a proper 
solution from various algorithms. Many important business applications and typical 
algorithms are analyzed in this paper, the knowledge from both sides is considered to 
build this method. We will develop a prototype system to demonstrate the usage and 
correctness of selection model in following chapters. 
 




